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Abstract7

Estimation of the effort required for development has been researched for over 25 years now.8

Still there exists no concrete solution to estimate the development effort. Prior experience in9

similar type of projects is a key for business today. This paper proposes an Effort Estimation10

Model named REBEE based on the reusable matrices to effectively estimate the effort to be11

involved for development. A project is assumed to consist of multiple modules and the12

reusability factor of each module is considered in the technique described here. REBEE13

utilizes fuzzy logic and dynamic neural networks to achieve its goal. Based on the14

experimental evaluation discussed in this paper it is evident that this model accurately15

predicts the effort involved on heterogeneous project types.16

17

Index terms— Software Effort Estimation, Software Reusability, Dynamic Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic,18
REBEE.19

1 INTRODUCTION20

OFTWARE EFFORT ESTIMATION is crucial to derive the effort involved in the successful completion of any21
project. Effort estimation techniques facilitate financial estimates, delivery timelines, help in beneficial resource22
allocation and scheduling, monitoring progress and also help in risk management. According to a recent survey23
conducted by McKinsey for NASSCOM ??1] the IT and allied industries are expected to bring in revenues of24
about $225 Billion by 2020 in India alone and the current revenues are about $76 Billion. It is evident from25
these figures the growth rate of the software industry is impressive. The recent years have observed that software26
contracts are awarded to organizations having prior experience in handling similar project types.27

Prior experience in the related project is the key for business growth. Organization benefiting from the software28
contracts would have multiple reusable modules for their future work. More over organizations develop codes so29
that they could be reused with some modifications for future use. This conservative approach adopted by the30
industry is to ensure timely deliveries, quality, reliability and financial assurance of their investments.31

COCOMO [3] and COCOMO 2.0 [4], DELPHI [5], Function Point [6], Planning Poker [7], Use Case Point32
[8], Expert judgment [9], IBM -FSD [10] are the world known based estimation techniques, which are commonly33
used for Software Effort Estimation. These models exhibited a gross error of effort estimation. COCOMO with34
effort adjustment factor [11] provides about 30% improvement in effort variance, whereas when it is used with35
fuzzy logic, trapezoidal function and Gaussian functions showed improved performance [12]. Multiple software36
effort estimation techniques were integrated together to get the better result as compare to the regularly used37
estimation techniques, which was the big failure in terms of consistency when tested against several cases.38

It was found that to achieve the good accuracy, Support Vector regression was combined with clustering39
approach.40

The estimation algorithm was vastly improved by the Mantel’s correlation randomization test named Analogy-41
X [15]. This made the researchers to work even harder on the after effects of Schedule and Budget pressure on42
Effort Estimation and the development cycle time. Researchers have to be very careful while Chronological43
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4 B) REUSABILITY MATRIX USING FUZZY LOGIC

Splits are assigned for the testing and training purpose. Even Global Software Developments gets an inaccurate44
estimation technique being executed in different location of all over the world.45

It has become very difficult to decide which model like COCOMO is best suitable for the development of the46
estimation model because of the different efforts to achieve estimation technique available in the market and the47
same outputs. The best solution for the estimation technique can be the judgment and the formal based model.48
In spite of all these available models and approaches, research shows the failure of projects due to various reasons49
[13]. Project Failures due to improper estimation techniques is also studied [14]. Based on this study it is evident50
that appropriate effort estimation techniques are critical for project success. The current existing techniques51
provide no proper estimation and are not applicable for varied project types.52

To estimate effort for heterogeneous project types this paper discusses REBEE in the further sections of the53
paper. The remaining paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the importance of reusability54
and its adoption in the industry today. The third section discusses the REBEE model proposed. Section 3 also55
presents the Fuzzy rules to derive the reusability matrix and its use with dynamic neural networks to estimate56
effort. The penultimate section presents the experimental evaluation conducted using REBEE. The conclusion57
of the research presented here is discussed in the last section.58

2 II.59

3 REUSABLITY AND ITS IMPORTANCE60

The software industry today has witnessed various changes in its formulation, maintenance and management61
strategies to adapt to the dynamic changes it has experienced and for greater profitability. Experience held with62
organization in relevant or similar projects provides them with an business advantage as discussed earlier. These63
organizations possess modules which could be altered or used in total for their upcoming projects. The work64
described in this paper utilizes this knowledge of these reusable components to predict the effort required for65
the remaining work at hand. Incorporation and importance of reusability is currently been actively considered66
by major corporations now. Reusability is being considered for appraisals of employees of an organization [16]67
to reduce costs and maximizing profits [17]. Through these studies it is evident the adoption and importance68
of reusable components in the industry today and effort estimation using based on reusability could answer the69
anomalies that exist in the current estimation techniques adopted.70

Fellow researchers have incorporated reusable weights into the existing COSYMO for cost estimation71
[18].Incorporation of the reusable parameters with the taguchi model [19], COCOMO2 [20],COCOMO [11] and72
COCOMO81 [20] have been closely observed and these models exhibit considerable improvements but the error of73
estimation still exist. The error in estimation is basically due to the fact that the deficiencies of reusability’s were74
not considered [21] which was considered to develop REBEE. The effort estimation technique proposed consists75
of a pre processing phase where in the project data considered is analyzed to basically derive the reusability76
matrix. A project is assumed to be split into a number of modules and the reusability of each module is analyzed77
to derive the reusability matrix using fuzzy rules.78

Estimation of the effort involved to achieve the project goals have been achieved using dynamic neural networks.79
Prior to estimation the dynamic neural networks are trained using the back propagation algorithm. The trained80
neural network could be used for estimation the effort involved. The results obtained could be analyzed for81
resource utilization, financial analysis, delivery time line assertion and many more critical analyses.82

4 b) Reusability Matrix using Fuzzy Logic83

A project is said to be composed of ?? modules. Modules could be either reusable or could be considered as new84
modules (?? ?? ). Each reusable module is analyzed using a judgment model to arrive at the reusable component85
present. The modules are analyzed at an implementation level and for characterization a threshold ?? is defined86
which is arrived based on the judgment model. On characterization the modules are further classified into 387
categories as? Completely reusable.88

A module is considered to be completely reusable if it could be utilized without any changes or changes to be89
incorporated are less than the threshold ?? and is represented as ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? ? Reusable with prominent90
adaptation91

If the changes to be incorporated are greater than the threshold ?? then the module is considered as a reusable92
module with prominent adaption represented by ?? ???? .93

Let Î?” represent the changes to be incorporated into a module ?? for it to be compatible with the project94
for which estimation is to be achieved. Applying the fuzzy rules the modules could be characterized as follows?95
?? = ?? ???? ??ð�??”ð�??” ?????? ???????? ??ð�??”ð�??” Î?” = 0 ?? = ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? ??ð�??”ð�??” ??????96
???????? ??ð�??”ð�??” Î?” < ?? ?? = ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? ??ð�??”ð�??” ?????? ???????? ??ð�??”ð�??” Î?” ? ?? ?97

Consider ?? to represent the reusable matrix. The effort involved to develop the modules earlier is represented98
as ? . Let us consider that there exist ??, ?? ?????? ?? number of ?? ???? , ?? ð�??”ð�??”?? ?????? ?? ????99
modules and their development efforts considered be defined as ? ???? , ? ð�??”ð�??”?? ?????? ? ???? . Then100
the reusability matrix obtained based on fuzzy logic could be represented as Dynamic neural networks have been101
considered as they could be utilized to observe effort related dynamics of the input pattern matrices. The use102
of dynamic neural networks is not only related to obtaining effort related dynamics but also could be utilized103
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to obtain non effort related dynamics observed for effort related input matrices.?? = ? ?? ????1 ? ????1 ??104
ð�??”ð�??”?? 1 ? ? ? ?? ?????? ? ?????? ?? ð�??”ð�??”???? ? ð�??”ð�??”?? 1 ?? ???? 1 ? ???? 1 ? ? ? ?105
ð�??”ð�??”???? ?? ?????? ? ?????? ? c)106

The reusable matrix obtained from the pre processing phase is considered for training of the dynamic neural107
networks. The training is achieved using the back propagation algorithm. The output of the dynamic neural108
network ??(??) with respect to the input ??(??) is given by??(?? + 1) = ?(?? ? 1)??(??) + ??????(??) + ??109
??(??) = ?????(??)?110

Where ?? represents the sigmoid activation function and (?? ? 1) is the feedback where ?? is the learning111
rate constant.112

The error of estimation ??(??) is defined as??(??) = 1 2 ??? ?? (??) ? ??(??)? 2 + 1 2 ? [?? ?? (??) ? ??(??)]113
2 ???1 ??=0 = 1 2 ?? 2 (??) + 1 2 ? ?? 2 ???1 ??=0 (??)114

The weight update function ?????(??) propagated through the dynamic neural network is given as?????(??)115
= ??? ???? ?????? = ?? ? ??(?? + 1)ð�??”ð�??” ???? (??(??), ????) ???1 ??=0116

The updated weights propagated to the next neuron based on the previous neuron is given as????(?? + 1) =117
{????(??) ? ?? ???? ? ??(?? + 1) ???1 ??+0 ð�??”ð�??” ???? (??(??), ????)}118

The trained neural network is queried with the project data provided which provides the effort estimated on119
the remaining modules using the following equation where ? represents the effort.120

5 ??(?? + 1) = ?(??? ? 1)??(??) + ?ð�??”ð�??”(??(??), ????)121

+ ???(??)122

This section of the paper described the REBEE technique proposed through this paper. The validation of this123
model is provided in the next section.124

6 IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE REBEE125

TECHNIQUE126

This section of the paper would discuss the experimental evaluation of the discussed REBEE model. For127
evaluation 39 projects of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Greenbelt, Maryland is considered [22]. The128
dataset consists of projects related to simulators and altitude ground support systems developed by the Flight129
Dynamics Division of Goddard Space Flight Center situated in Maryland USA. The simulator projects considered130
were categorized into dynamic simulators and telemetry simulators. The 39 projects considered were said to be131
developed in 3 phases. Phase 1 consist of the design Phase. The coding was considered as the second phase and132
the last phase was the testing phase. For evaluation purpose the effort involved in providing support towards133
these projects developed was not considered.134

7 Figure 3 : Experimental Evaluation Flow Diagram135

The data set considered provided details with respect to the number of lines of source code required in developing136
these projects. Reusability of the code was also considered in the development of the projects in the data set.137
The data set defined reusability of 3 types. A completely reusable code was considered if there were no changes to138
be incorporated for the new project considered. If the changes to be incorporated in the code were less than 25%139
(i.e. threshold ?? in REBEE) then it was considered to be a reusable code that requires slight modification. If the140
modification exceeded the threshold ?? the code was considered to be reusable but with extensive modification.141
For evaluation presented here these matrices were considered to derive the reusability matrix??.142

REBEE was developed using C# on a visual Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 platform. The reusability matrix143
derived using the fuzzy rule was provided to the dynamic neural network in the training process. The trained144
dynamic neural network on querying provides the effort estimated phase wise and for the entire project.145

The experimental evaluation process considered is shown as a flow chart in Fig 3 ??The dataset considered146
consists of heterogeneous project having varied development platforms and also exhibiting varying reusability147
levels. For evaluation projects were clustered into 4 types mentioned below? Minor Reuse ? Standard Reuse ?148
High Reuse ? Maximum Reuse types.149

If the reusability of a project was found to be less than or equal to 20% it was considered to be of Minor150
Reuse Type. If the reusability percentage of a project was between twenty and fifty, it was considered as a151
project of Standard Reuse type. If the percentage of reusability of a project was between fifty and eighty it was152
considered as a project of High Reuse. Projects embodying components which were more than 80% reusable153
was considered as maximum reusable projects. This clustering was adopted to provide for effective and efficient154
training to neural network to understand the dynamics of reusability. The effort estimated versus the actual155
effort involved in the design phase of the 39 projects is shown in The results obtained from the evaluation of156
the 39 projects considered exhibited a low average error in effort estimation of about 1.25%. The average error157
in An Approach for Effort Estimation having Reusable Components in Software Development effort estimation158
for the design phase was 1.34%, 1.38% for the coding phase and 2.29% for the testing phase respectively. Based159
on the graphical data provided and the low average error of estimation it is evident that the reusability based160
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

effort estimation technique presented in this paper could be effectively utilized to estimate the effort involved in161
developing a project.162

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS163

Accurate effort estimation techniques are critical for the successful project execution. The importance of164
reusability and its remarkable acceptance by the industry today is evident from the research work presented165
through this paper. This paper discusses a reusability based effort estimation technique named REBEE. Training166
of the dynamic neural networks is achieved using the back propagation algorithm. Fuzzy rules are adopted in167
constructing the reusability matrix which is utilized by the neural network to understand the dynamics of the168
effort involved in constructing the reusable components. Based on this understanding the dynamic neural network169
estimates the remaining effort involved in project completion.170

The REBEE model discussed is evaluated on 39 NASA projects which are of different kinds. The development171
languages for these projects also varied from project to project. The reusability level of the projects varied from172
about 0% to a high of 96%. The effort estimated using REBEE on all the 3 project phases i.e. Design, Coding173
and Testing and on the cumulative effort required in developing the projects showed high levels of accuracy.174
The average estimation error for all the 39 projects was also a low of about 1.25% which proves the efficiency175
of REBEE. From the evaluation results obtained it could be concluded that reusability based effort estimation176
technique discussed in this paper could be a possible solution for accurate effort estimation for projects of varied177
types which is not possible with the currently existing effort estimation techniques. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 1:

Figure 2: Figure
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